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terminologischen Systems scheint mu- iiberhaupt der grijBte Vorzug 
bei Prie to zu sein. LIUS d&em Grunde wird man ihm such die 
Berechtigung n&ht abstreiten k6nnen, eigene Wege der Methock 
und TerminoXogie auf Gebieten zu gehen, die schon von anderen 
ertrzgreich !xackert worden sind. Er erhalt damit eine analytische 
&thode und eine Sprachthcorie aus einem GuB. Vor allem aber hat 
er durch die konsequentc Anwendung der Zweiteilung des sprach- 
lichen Zeichens in ‘signifiant’ und ‘signifie’ in allen Bereichen und 
durch die Betonung des Klassenbegriffs in beiden Ebenen sicher die 
ontologische Geltung der Fegriffe von Spracheinheiten wesentlich 
iiber de Saussure und die Prager Schule hinaus pr&+ rt (das gilt 
such fur den Phonem- und Oppositionsbegriff in der honologic, 

worauf wn- hier nicht n&x- eingehen konnten). Die Anwendung des 
KItisenbegriffs auch axf beide Seiten einer konkr ten Syrach- 
*rBer*ung ermijghcht ihm die kiare Erheiiung der ..mAktiven Roiie 
van Situationselementen in der Rede, wo man sich sonst mit 
A1Pgemeinheitcn begniigte. AuBerdem bringt er dadurch einiges 
Licht such in das Verhgltnis von (paradigmatischem) Sprach 
system und (syntagrnatischer) SprachguBerung. Stirx Theorie bleibt 
immer auf dem Boden sprachlicher Gegebenheiten. Das ist ein 
Hauptvorzug dieses Buci~es J &s ich fur einen auBerordentlich 
wichiigen und fruchtbal, I~ L&a6 LCA~ &L acir tixorle und s t rcng 
methodischen Sprachanal yse halte. 

BALDUR PANZER 

P. A. M. vm um STiw, Outbznb pi hiii moqbhoivl;,. Ver- 
handelingen var het Koninkhjk Tnstituut WU~ Teal-, 

Land- en Volkt nkunde Vol. 48. Martinus Nijhoff, The 
Hague 1966. vii, 195 pp. f 25.-. 

It is Pratif?“ng +n vqc Y cu 3bL thai our knrlwledge of the languages spoken 
in the tentrai Highlands tif ‘West IJew Guinea is sted&.!y, il siowiy, 

increasmg. As has been the case in other parts of this territory (and 
of the rest of the world for that matter), much of the pioneer work 
on that score has been and is being done by missionaries, both 
protestant alrld catholic. Only, unlike earlier days, these missionaries 
nowadays are mostly qualified linguists. After the studies of the 
Kapauku group (Kapauku pr-- +x or Ekari and Mom) by Fr, Drabbe 
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resp,.’ 0n the other hand ‘Mugogo Dani has a glottal stop, but its 
. . 

phianem~ status 3s yet 1s uncertain . . . @lthough it is) in the present 
book . . . treated as a phoneme’. In a stencilled copy which I possess 
of a MS vocabulary of some 1000 words compiled at Wamena by the 
former civil service officer F. Veldkamp in 1958, the glottal stop is 

very frequent, whereas only once kul is found: ‘eakwi (vdStap eakei 
or eaei), plural of )eak (vdSt. eak), child; cf. etzlki (vdSt. efdy or 
etouky), plural of ‘etoztk (vdSt. etozck), friend of opposite sez This 
seems to be in accordance with Vzn der Stap’s statements. But 
there is one important difference: r an der Stap does not write the 
glottal stop as initial phoneme, whereas it is frequent in that 
position in Veldkamp’s vocabulary: cf. the forementioced examples 
‘eak = vdS t. eak, ‘etotik = vdSt. etoz&k. Thus we find Veldk. a@ut, 
river’s mouth: ~af+t @dSt. a@ud), child. Now this point may be of 
morphological importance as well. For the person morphemes of 
$ 11 I and the possessive prefixes of Q 112 (pp. 145-I 47) are charac- 
terized, according to Van der Stap, by n for the 1st p., Jz for the 2nd 
p., and XYO for the 3rd p., but ex amples from Veldkamp’s list like 
najokko, my help, kajokko, your help, ‘ajokko, his help, and najd 
(vdSt. qbyt or na’yt), I will not ‘(my dislike’), haflit, you will not, 
‘apti (v.cl.St. r~yt, apyt), he will not, would lead to the conclusion 
that 3rd person is characterized not by zero, but by glottal step. In 
fact, this same 3rd p. possessive seems to be inherent in the precited 
relation terms ‘eak, ‘etouk and ~a$@&. Thus we are left in doubt not 
only on an‘ item of phonology but also of morpE.Jogy. 

If, then, apart from the last mentioned point, the fact that EW 
der Stap’s description does not include phonology probably is not 
very serious, the author himself seems to have felt the exclusion of 
syntax to be a handicap. He states as much in the introdnctio,;, and 
no wonder, for morphologyr has irnpl:~~ “ions for syntax and vice 
versa, and interpenetration between tht: two is not rare in these 
complicated Papuan languages. ‘But unlike Dr. Anceaux, whose 
recerkt book or\ the Nimboran language 1) served as his model, he 
does not prsmije us a volume on syntax to complete the description. 
Hence he had to use word class terms Iwithout further explanation, 

1) J. C. Anceaux, The Namhovmz Langmrge, Phonology and Morphology 
(Verhandelingen van het Kon. Instjtuut vow Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 
44, 1965). 
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confining himself to ‘a superficial descripti~ Eli the word-classes 
involved . . . valid only to the extc:nt to which these word-classes 
enter the domain of the present nlorphological research’. Besides, 
many, if not most, sections on the various morphological categories 
are followed by a paragraph on the ‘USC’ of the categories concerned. 
Thus syntactic information is mixed with the morphological 
treatment, and the question may be put whether it would not have 
been preferable to corhbine these scattered paragraphs on ‘Use’ in 
an ‘appendix’ on syntax, just as a synopsis of Mugogo Dani pho- 
ncmes is given in the introduction. 

As I have said, Van der Stap’s treatment of morphology follows 
the model of Anceaux’s analysis of Nimboran. The author acknow- 
ledges this in a footnote, saym g that Anceaux’s ‘terminology. . 

suits a description of Dani satisfactorilv’. This means that the 
description is based on ‘morphological categories’ and their op- 
positions, a morphological category being a group of words marked 
by formal features called ‘morphemes’, and having a common 
semantic element called ‘categoric meaning’. The relations between 
the members of such a category cross those of a ‘morphological set’, 
which is a group of words marked by a formal feature named ‘root- 
morpheme’, and having a common semantic feature called ‘lexical 
meaning’ ; these belong in the dictior.ary. A group of interrelated 
morphological categories of the same morphological set i:* called a 
‘morphological system’. The analysis thus follows strictly modern 
lines. However, the manner of trea sometimes tends to be 
somewhat too explicit and longish i ts explanations of the pro- 
cedures Ear establishing the various categories, such as one would 
expect to find in a general textbook rathei than in a description of a 
specific language. Fortunately the facts as such arc recapitulated in 
paradigmatic lists at the end of the book. 

From the point of view of terminology and arrangement, too, 
questions arise. Firstly, the use of the terms [morpheme’ and ‘root- 
morpheme’ in the sense meant here, may raise objections into which 
Van Ger Stap doe:3 not go, but which Anceaux had foreseen. For an 
explanation we must, therefore, turn to Anceaux’s book and the 
litterature mentioned there (pp. 51-52). For me objection still 
remains against the use of the terms ‘morpheme’ and ‘root-mor- 
pheme’ as distimt from each other: granted the meaning attached 
here to the term ‘morpheme’, it seems incompatible with the 
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notion of ‘root’ in the sense aimed at ; or, inversely, granted the 
term ‘root-morpheme’, the term ‘morpheme’ is not sufficiently 
;Iistinctive. The choice would seem to be between ‘morphcxne’ as 
disiir,ct from, simply, ‘root’, or, e.g., ‘affix-morpheme’ as distinct 
from ‘root-morpheme’. Only in the latter case it woull, perhaps, be 
too awkward to class ‘zero’ features as affix-morphemes. 

Secondly, Van der Stap, in footnote 9 on p. 12, states that he 
‘attaches no special value to terms like ‘tense’ and ‘aspect’ when 
applied to morphological categories ; here they merely serve as 
labels for distinguishing different categories; thus for the indefinite 
future tense category the term ‘indefinite future aspect <a&gory 
would have done as well’. Hence he speak5 freely of ‘aspect’ not only 
whtln dealing with such categories as the progressive and the 
habitual, but also with the adhortative and the prohibitive, and of 
‘*bvoice’ not only when dealing with, e.g., the medial, but also with 
t,hil ---aL ” X/L 4ject categories. Gbjections can be raised iigairlsi a ptOCer”liire 

which professes to attach no value to certain traditional terms, but 
vet needing them as distinctive ‘labels’, uses them indiscriminately 
without relation to their traditional meaning, nor with a clearly 
defined new meaning. This procedure has impaired the clarity of 
arrangement of the various categories, A logical solution would have 
been, in the frame of this method of description, to arrange thtl 
categories of the verb-system according to ‘orders’. :ln ‘order’ being 
a group of ‘categories belonging to the same (morphological) system 
(which) show opposition and, therefore, are mutually exclusive 
within one word’ 2). In Van der Stap’s scheme these ‘orders’ do not 
stand out very clearly. Thus, for-instance, he could have combined 
1: is ‘tense’ - and ‘aspect’ - categories under one heading named, e.g., 
I rrlcr of ‘z&-,-<‘, 0~ bcih perhaps, ‘action’ categories, as distinct 
fl-om the orders of ‘actor’ categories and oE ‘objective’ categories, 
then subdividing that order in categories of the future, the past, 
the habitual, the adhoriative, etc., without using terms like ‘tense’ 
and ‘a<pcct’. Instead, he combined the tam different orders of the 
actor categories and part of his tense and aspect categories under 
one heading named ‘Part A. Actor Forms’, whereas another group of 
these tense and aspect categories, which do sot constitute a different 

2) I cite Anceaux, op. cit., p. 55, because Van der Stap, though using the 
term ‘order’, omitted it from his definitions on pp. 1-2. 
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order from the forementioned, is treated jn-rder a separate heading 
‘Part B. Actorless Forms’ (mostly comparable to our participles), 
and the separate order of ‘objective’ (i.e. his ‘voice’) categoties under 
a third of its own, ‘Part C. Object Forms’. On the other hand the 
simple infinitive is - for practical reasons, as the author says - treated 
in the introduction instead of in ‘Part B. Actorless Forms’, whereas 
the infinitive containing an object morpheme is, as a ‘voice’ cate- 
gory, included in ‘Part C. Or,ject Forms’. 

Similarly unclear is the notion of ‘stem’ which the author intro- 
duces more or less incidentally in S 17 on p. 43, when dealing with 
‘adhortative aspect categories in general’. ‘Because’, says Van der 
Stap, ‘ik of wetasik (‘let me roast’) and tik of wetathak (‘let me roast 
thoroughly’) have only the formal element k in common, it seems 
legitimate to assign the double rde of adhortative aspect-morpheme 
and actor-morpheme to this k, until proof to the contrary is found. 
The formal element k, however, follck not the root-morpheme, but 
root-morpheme-plus-i and root-morph ?me-plus-a resp. These ‘p’ius-i’ 
and ‘plus-a’ are then not accounted for Here a new entity must be 
introduced: the ‘stem’, by which is meant here: a root-morpheme, 
modified in such a wqy that while remaining recognizable as such it 
is phonologically adapted for sffixation of other morphemes. The 
role of ‘plus-i’ and ‘plus-a’ in the forms given is, then: to adapt the 
root-morphemes wetas and wet&h resp. for affixation of the actor/ 
aspect-morpheme k’. Further ‘reasons for assuming this entity’ are, 
according to the writer, i.a. that the ‘plus-z’ and ‘plus-u’ ‘can be 
dispensed with as potential aspect-mar homes’, that ‘some means 
is indispensable for adapting k to the root-morpheme as the conso- 
nant sequences s-k (or t-k) . . . do not occur’, that the ‘plus-i’ at least 
is sometimes absent where a phonologically acceptable consonant 
sequence occurs, and that ‘if these ‘plus-i’ and ‘plus-a’ in fact were 
adhortative aspect morphemes (the question would arise) why then 
there are two different morphemes f*Jr one semantic moment: 
namely that the action must he performered?‘. The last point is 
more or less an argument ex absurdo, the former are not quite 
convincing. In my opinion these so-called ‘plus-i’ and ‘plus-a can 
silmply be explained morphophonemically. And my doubts about 
Van der Stap’s interpretation find some support in his own state- 
ment on p. 113 (5 66) that ‘with secondary adhortative forms the 
actorjaspect-morphemes are affixed not to the stem, but to the 
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object voice morphemes followed by n’. For it is stretching the 
notion of ‘stem’ too far here even to speak of a ‘pseudo-stem or a 
‘secondary stem’ as the writer does. Only in the case of co~~$osite 
verbs there seems to be somewhat more reason for assuming d verb- 
stem {p. 76), although a different interpretation is as w&l possible. 
But this verb-stem, too, does not stand out very clearly. 

On none o’f these points reference can be ma& ?;o Aqceaux’s 
Nimboran model, unless it should be that it has, ptrhaps, been 
foJlowf:d somewhat tc)o litterally in son12 details. For Anc:eaux 
makes, a modest but normal use of traditional terms such as ‘tense’, 
the order of arrangement of his categories is col,sistent, and where h 3 
introiluces the notion of ‘stem’ it is a clear-cut form of the root 
morpheme with a distinct functional element of its own, the Vera:, 
stems ‘iTr Nimboran being the Singular Stem and the Rural Stem 
(Anceaux, 09. cit., pp. 87 and ?3). The point is that Dani morphology 
is not, in every detail, similar to Nimboran morphology. 

Thus far this review has been somewhat critical, but this must not 
mislead the reader. For the criticized points do not detract from thz 
general import of the work. I would ever1 go so far as to say that it 
speaks for the qualities of the book under review as a whole, that 
the(;e details came to the fore. This may sound contrad?ory, but 
in fact it often seems to be inevitable for a good book that the 
criticism on lesser points occupies relatively large space in pro- 
portion to t he qualities of the whole. Fr. Van der Stap has performed 
an excellent piece of work, both in studying, mastering and de- 
sctibing such a complicated language as Mugogo Dani. The de- 
gtription stzlnds up to high modern standards, even if some may not 
agree in details with the method followed, The contents give us a 
gcod and unequivocal picture of the structure of the language. We 
must be thankful to Fr. Van der Stap for presenting us with 4;his 
v&me ; tc has substantially contributed to the advancement of our 
iinguistic knoTledge 0; this part of the world, 

H.K.J. COWAN 


